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The computer at home
From Canicada of providerehealthoﬃce 5 DAYS DETAILS... How to choose the optical drive to the
computer and whether it is necessary generally Optical drive CD-ROM DVD-ROM DVD-RW BD-ROM not
the main part of the computer but quite necessary. Even despite the fact that in recent years the
huge prevalence of get USB Flash drives are a large number of programs of movies music and games
still sold on optical CD and DVD discs. Because the answer is clear need. Firstly if you buy a computer
to play games. Because the distributions of the games are mostly sold on CDs. Of course you can
download them from a torrent service or with ﬁle sharing on the Internet but licensed games can only
be purchased on CD or DVD discs. Moreover, some games will not even run without having the
original CD-ROM in your computer drive. Secondly every person sooner or later you need to watch to
write to rewrite some movie for example was borrowed from a friend to listen to the music. Still need
optical drive. It happens that you need to install the software and its distribution are sold only on
disks. Third free space on the hard disk of your computer a little bit left and still so much need you
have to save... Again, it is possible some of the ﬁles family photo albums movies music collections
written to disk thus freeing up space on the hard drive. Fourth install the operating system on the
computer to restore it in case of any falls or mistakes of the inept actions of the novice user to clean
the system from viruses. Without the presence of optical drive in the system it is sometimes diﬃcult
to do. And although now more and more widespread ﬂash drives and external hard drives, an optical
drive is still an essential part of any computer or laptop. Modern optical drives are trained to read and
write various CD and DVD media. Most even come with special technology for applying images on the
back side of the disc. There are two such technology LightScribe and LabelFlash are not much
diﬀerent from each other and both allow you to apply labels or image on the surface of special disks.
Also gradually gaining popularity and drives that can read and burn discs Blu-Ray format. Although
these disks and have an impressive amount of 25 50 100 128 gigabytes and there are more succinct
instances of 320 400 and 500 GB they are not so popular because at the moment their price is quite
high. When choosing the optical drive to pay attention mostly is on their high-speed characteristics.
The higher speed reading and writing of various types
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